
EDEXCEL DRAMA AND THEATRE STUDIES COURSEWORK

We're developing new A levels in Drama and Theatre () for teaching from September , and AS and A level Drama and
Theatre Studies guide.

Gce winter - english medium - drama : text in context da4 - question paper. Please refer to the guidance
provided in the relevant Administrative Support Guide. Students must study the work and methodologies of
one influential theatre practitioner individual or companies at AS and two theatre practitioners at A level. Gce
drama and theatre sample assessment materials for teaching from  For specific details see your examinations
officer. This should be selected from a maximum of four groups and must include: The highest overall scoring
candidate The lowest overall scoring candidate The work of at least 8 further students with a range of marks
between the highest and the lowest scoring candidates. When is AS Drama and Theatre being withdrawn?
Centres with a cohort of 10 or less candidates must send all work for moderation. Gce winter - english
medium - drama : text in performance da2 - question paper. We will continue to offer our A level
qualifications in all of these subjects, and this decision does not affect any of our AS qualifications in other
subjects. You are able to submit the marks on Edexcel Online now. However, your moderator reserves the
right to request the work of all candidates. Centres must send performances and the portfolio evidence for each
candidate in the selected sample. As part of our ongoing commitment to ensuring that the qualifications we
offer best meet the needs of our teachers and learners, we have been working closely with centres to
understand how the reformed AS and A level qualifications are being used. Important information Our aim in
taking this approach is to align our qualifications and support with the subjects and levels that teachers are
prioritising. Centres will be required to submit the chosen sample plus the candidates with the highest and
lowest overall mark out of  Ap biology enzyme essay  The teacher assessor must select the sample after the
internal assessment has taken place to reflect the overall mark range of the cohort. Specifications in drama and
theatre must require students to participate in: at AS: a minimum of one performance from a text, which has
been studied as part of the course at A level: a minimum of two performances, one devised and one from a
performance text which has been studied as part of the course. The content of the AS is a subset of the A level
so you can co-teach the qualifications. You can access a summary of key findings on our context and research
headlines page. Our ambition is to develop drama qualifications that you will know and recognise, but to
update them in line with the subject content changes and in response to feedback. Commercial paper is
unsecured short term debt those choosing drama for an easy ride will be disappointed with the amount of
written work there is to do. We have also commissioned and conducted our own research projects, including
international benchmarking and trialling. This research will help us understand how to build on the strengths
of the current qualifications and to identify the skills that students need to progress to further study in drama
and theatre. Gce summer - english medium - drama : text in context da4 - question paper. When will I be able
to submit marks on Edexcel Online? Expose zur dissertation GCE AS and A level drama and theatre - and a
level drama and theatre summary brochure pdf, kb. For A level, the sampled candidates will be indicated via
Edexcel Online. AS will be a separate, linear qualification. For AS, the sampled candidates will be indicated
on Edexcel online - there will be a tick next to the students required for sampling. A level drama coursework
the WJEC AS and A level Drama qualification, specification, training, past papers and other resources
available for teachers and students. We are here to help you with any concerns you may have, and to provide
additional information or support that you may need. Support We understand that you may have questions
about this change, and how it will affect you and your learners. A-Level Drama - The Student Room overview
of our as and a level drama qualification for first teaching september  Pfizer case study analysis Edexcel A
level Drama and Theatre Pearson qualifications guide suggests how the as and a level can be efficiently and
effectively co-taught. We would also welcome your thoughts on what additional A level support you would
like to see, to help you delivery the linear qualifications. Aqa drama and theatre studies example essays us
you're teaching as and a level drama and theatre. Pearson will ask for a sample of the cohort, however your
moderator reserves the right to request the work of all candidates.


